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"Ronette is a WIZ at taking things off of your plate so
you can make money!" Ronette saved my sanity! I
have a robust business but needed a calm, fun and
EFFECTIVE person to help me know where
everything was! Ronette, with warmth and humor
made lists, brought order out of my chaos and gave me
the certainty and peace of mind to focus on revenue
generating activities.” – Dr. Venus Opal Reese

Ronette Clarke Williams, 
The Revenue Optimization Catalyst ™

SIGNATURE TALK BIO

Ronette Clarke Williams is the Founder & 
CEO of Optimum Productivity, Inc., a Global 
Virtual Business, Coaching, and Training 
company. She also is the creator of the 4P 
Movement: Productivity, People 
Management, Profitability and Peace of 
Mind. 

She has over 20 years of experience in Project 
Management, Business Analysis, and Team 
Management. Prior to shifting her focus to 
entrepreneurs and small business owners, 
she honed her expertise at several Fortune 
500 companies, such as IBM, Coca-Cola, 
Ernst & Young and SunTrust Bank. 

She is the author of the #1 Best Seller, 
Redefining “ROCKSTAR” Leadership and 
has been featured on ABC, NBC, CBS, FOX 
News and BizLynks TV Network. Her 
company offers a unique virtual assistance 
subscription service to help her clients to be 
more productive and profitable in their 
business.

Ronette attended Lincoln University in 
Oxford, PA, is a wife of almost 20 years and a 
mother of two. Ronette resides in the Atlanta, 
GA area and also maintains a family home in 
Portland, Jamaica.

www.ronetteclarkewilliams.com

#1 BEST SELLING AUTHOR

Understanding how you 
spend your time - 3 Tips to 
ensure that you are spending 
your time working  “on” your 
business vs. “in” your business!

During this talk you will 
discover:

• The most unproductive habit 
that you should avoid in 
regards to growing your 
business.

• How wasting time to “save 
you money” is having a 
negative impact on your 
bottom line.

• The #1 Time Management 
strategy that will give you 
freedom to truly enjoy your 
down time without worry or 
concern. 


